Subject : East Anglia Three Offshore Windfarm  
Ref. : - letter from the Secretary of State regarding consultation on the project (04/26/2016)  
    - your reference: 160426_EN010056_3838873  

Dear Ms Evans,

Further to previous correspondance afore mentioned, we acknowledge receipt of your consultation on the East Anglia Three Offshore Windfarm project.

Considering your letter dated 26 April 2016, we consulted who gave us their legal advice on the project and raised environmental concerns for protected species.

In this context, we ask you to reconsider the delay for consultation. Indeed, in order to be able to give you a complete answer that would suit to the significance of your project, we asked for advice by the highest national authorities (at governmental level).

Moreover, in order to undertake an accurate analysis of the situation, we would be grateful if you could provide us with a translated (in French) summary document explaining the location, key components and main impacts of this project as well as a translated non-technical summary of the environmental statement.

We thank you in advance for considering these queries and remain at your disposal for any further information on the above matters.

Yours sincerely,